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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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MINUTES OF MTA PROORESS -:MEETING 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 8 0 1950 

CLASSIFICATION CANCELlED 
BY AUTHORITY OF 
BRANCH ~SAEC THE D:ClASSIFICATION 

BY-~ 3-JS-sz 
SIGNATURE OF THE 
PERSON. MAKING THE DATE 

. _ _ CHANGE 
Alvarez, Brobeck, Dexter, Farly, Gordon, Latimer 8 Lawrence, 
Lofgren; Longacre, Martin, Martinelli, Norton, Panofsky, 
Reynolds, Sewell, Street, Twitchell 

CRDC: G~pe, Crandall, Hansen, Hildebrand 9 Kent, Powell 

AEC: Ball, Fidler, Fleckenstein9 Pitzer 

Sewell reported-on the'proble.m on now to stop electron current from originating . 
on drift tube surfaces 0 He said the field gradient between drift tubes is about 
105 volts/om and that field emission from the drift tube surfaces might therefore 
be excessive and might oonstitute.a drain of between one and twenty megawatts .. 
This problem is being attacked by attempting to provide a tangential magnetic 
field along the end faces of the drift tubes 0 Calculations show that the emitted 
electrons should return to the surface within 1-1/4 om for a field of 1000 gauss 
and escape for a field of 333 gauss.. Therefore a magnetic field tangential to 
the surface and of a magnitude intermediate between these values will be re~ 
quiredo Consideration has been given to the placing of additional coils on the 
inside of the drift tubes to supply the necessary tangential fieldo This would 
be a difficult problem mechanically and would require additional power of the 
same order as that presently required for the focussing magnets 0 A second solu= 
tion would be to use "flux leaders" to extend the flux from the focussing mag
nets· to the ends of ~he drift tubeso These leaders would be in the fonn of 
cylinders having a diwneter approximately that of the inside diameter of the 
drift tube magnets and one of these cylinders would be required at each end of 
the drift tube. M'odel experiments with such "flux leaders" have provided about 
100 gauss along the end of the drift tubes near their center and approximately 
200 gauss near the outside surface of the drift tubes.. A field plot of the entire 
region will be made from which the electron trajectoFies and the suitability of 
this method of suppressing field emission will be detenninedo 

Brobeck said that we have two weeks remaining in which to specifiy the dimension 
of the iron for the drift ~ube magnetso Bids are due to be received on the coil 
winding by August 23, 1950.. Three fabricators have been found for the drift tube 
shells. The finish date for the drawings has been August 15 by which time a . 
decision Should be reached on the material to be usedo Alvarez said that copper 
is now the preferred material and that re azxi:;Wipates no change in this decision 
during the next week. The drawings are therefore to be released immediately .. 

Alvarez said that he is personally convinced that the electron emission from 
the drift tube surfaces is not due to field emission.. The reason for his 
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conclusion is that- -the d.,c .. test in Bldg .. 10 gives emission 104 or 105 times 
lower than do the r.,f., tests., Also at MIT and at Stanford tests have been run 
using plain cavities and no field emission problems have developed., He said his 
interpretation of the phenomena is that discharges occur inside of th~ trans~ 
mission lines and coupling loops which produce ultraviolet radiation which in turn 
gives rise to photoelectron emission.. Panofsky said that no important differences 
as ~egards fiel~ emission have been observed mnong the various metals tested .. 

Brobeck said the installation of the oscillator for the test cavity in Bldg .. 52 
can be completed by August 16 except for a possible delay on the plumbing.. Norton 
said that it was planned to start the test in this cavity under pressure so as 
not to lose time pending completion of the vacuum system., Brobeck said drawings 
of the grounded cathode oscillator are about two=thirds finished., 

A general discussion was had regarding test cavities desired at Livermore and 
their relative priorities.. The previous decision to build a duplicate of the 
cavity now in Bldg .. 52' was confirmed.. It will be so designed that it can be 
used for both pressure and vacuum testing should the latter be required., It 
was also decide~ provided funds are approved9 to build at Livermore a cylind
rical test cavity approxtmately 35 feet high and 20-25 feet in diameter., The 
reasom for building the large cavity were given by Panofsky as follows~ if 
built in time it would serve the same test purposes as the duplicate of the Bldg .. 
52 cavity9 it would also greatly accelerate-trouble shooting in the event that 
difficulties developed with the Mark I machineD also without a drift tube it 
would constitute a satisfactory load for the 25 megawatt oscillators.. This 
large cavity will initially be powered with the 2 .. 1 megawatt power supply planned 
for the Bldg. 52 duplicate .. It will later be provided with a 7.,5 megawatt power 
supply at which time the smaller power supply will be transferred to the dupli= 
cate of the Bldg.. 52 cavity.. Panofsky said this large cavity will be designed 
for an unloaded frequency of 20 me and could be pr~vided with a re=entrant ele= 
ment with which it would resonate at 12 0 1 me.. Martin said the suggestion has 
been made to construct this large cavity" with copper clad steel to obtain experi"· 
ence with this type of construction.. A meeting was called for Friday morning at 
9 M[ for all those interested in the specifications of the large test cavity .. 
It was also decided that it would not be worth while to install a magnet in the 
test cavity in Bldg .. 52 since the field gradients obtainable as well as the geo"" 
metry would be too different from those existing in the accelera.tor.. Lawrence 
said he was informed by GE when he visited their laboratories last month that 
we will have to order our power supplies very quickly if we expect to oi:vtain them 
without government priori ties because they are now being swamped with government 
ord.ers. 

Gordon said the assembly of the electron accelerator model was awaiting the 
drilling and painting of the tanko The drift tube magnets and shells are partially 
compieted. The final source is being constructedo Part of the instrumentation is 
rea~y for release from the shopo 

Brobeck said that work on the.drift tube stem locations is continuing on the 
1/iOth scale cavityo Sewell said that he expects to have final figures on these 
positions tonight., Hildebrand and. Cope pointed out that the tank fabricator has 
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guaranteed to finish the tank by a certain date and information on the nozzle 
locations, determined by the drift tube stem locations, is to be given him in 
time. Although the contract provides no definite date by which we must supply 
thiS information the time is approaching when- the fabricator will have a reason
able cause to- demand an extension of the completion date. Sewell said that the 
figures he will have by tonight Will be the final figures and there is very 
slight chance that they will require modification. 

Lofgren said that he is working on the large scaie ion source but some difficul= 
ties have ~eel'l encountered with the scale up and it is not. operating as well as 
the smaller model. He said that as yet all of the Ftvailable operating parameters 
have not yet been tri-ed, and that satisfactory operation is probably dependent 
only on further adjustments. 

Cope said the feasibility report is now essentially complete and the final de
tails are being worked out with Reynolds and Fidlero Pitzer said that the re
port is based almost entirely on the prel!Jise that the Mark II machine will oper= 
ate at 20 me and he asked how firm the decision was on this change. He asked 
how soon it would be before any" present uncertainty in this decision might be 
resolved. Pariofsky said that the decision is as firm now as it can be until we 
obt~in some operating experience. Panofsky said the original choice of longer 
wa~·-lengt}l and. longer_ t_ank was based on three limiting conditions g namely, 
beam diameter, commercially available tubes/) and focusing magnet current densi= 
tieso Alvarez said some consideration had also been given to the electrical 
length of the tank. Panofsky said the problem of beam diameter has been greatly 
simplified by Lofgren's work, t-he -limitation on power tubes is being overcome 
by current work, and-lastly, since we are considering the energies below 350 
Mev, the r,.f. problems are less severe~ For these reasons a step back to 20 me 
appears to be conservative. He said that the remaining uncertainty in the opera
tion of th~ machine is that of space discharges and this problem is less severe 
at 20 me than at 12 me,. Cope-added-that in the report 8 one of the alternatives 
is to operate ~ark II at 12 me. This would increase the investment costs by 10 
percent and. the power costs by 20 percent over the 20 me unit. Howeverj) since 
the power constitutes only one~half the total cost there is a net increase of 
only about lO_percent in overall operating costs if final operation is at 12 me 
rather than 20 me. 
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